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6. Hydrology (수문학, 水文學) 

  

The Dying of a sea – The Aral Sea 
 

The Aral Sea, once the world’s fourth largest lake (in area), is located in the republics 

of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. It is located in a remote desert and is fed by the Amu 

Dar’ya and Syr Dar’ys rivers. Unlike many other lakes, this lake has no outlet. The 

lake is saline and the water flowing from the two rivers had maintained a constant 

salinity.  

Drastic increases in the abstraction of waster began in the 1950s when the former 

USSR first diverted water from the rivers to support the production of cotton. In the 

1960s, the amount of irrigated land was more than doubled. Large dams were 

constructed in both rivers and a 1370 km canal was created to divert water from the 

rivers. 

Over the next 30 years, the area became the world’s fourth largest producer of 

cotton. The area experienced an economic boom and the population of the area 

increased. At the same time, the annual flow of the two rivers decreased by about 

95%. As a result, the Aral Sea lost 40% of its surface area and 66% of its volume.  

Today, two rivers no longer reach the Aral Sea, its waters depleted for irrigation and 

other uses. As the salinity increased almost 10-fold, the aquatic plants and animals 

suffered. Yet, the flows from the two rivers continue to be diverted for irrigation to 

maintain cotton production.  

 

Results:  

(1) Climate change: The Aral Sea had moderated the climate, however, reduced 

area loose the temperature buffering capacity. Precipitation has also decreased 

and desertification has progressed.  

(2) Health: Winds that blow across the dried lake bed and surrounding area carry 

sands contaminated with heavy metals, pesticides, fertilizers, and other toxic 

chemicals. The public water supply is polluted. The infant mortality rate is among 

the highest in the world.  
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 Hydrosphere: The stock of water on the earth 

 Atmosphere: The gaseous environment surrounding the earth 

 Water (1) transports substances in our body 

    (2) plays an important role in the body’s thermal regulation system 

    (3) functions as an important reactant in the food chain 

       C6H12O6 + 6 O2 → 2,800 kJ of metabolic energy + 6 CO2 + 6 H2O 

  

 Water Balance and Residence Time of Water 

  
 - The dominant water stocks used by humans are (1) freshwater lakes, (2) 

freshwater rivers, and (3) shallow groundwater. 

 - These water resources constitute a very small fraction of the hydrosphere. 

 - According to the residence times, groundwater is a nonrenewable resource. 

On the other hand surface freshwater is a renewable. 

 - Accessible freshwater stocks and flows are irregularly distributed in space and 

time. To balance the temporal and spatial mismatch between supply and 

demand, an excessive and complex system of reservoirs, aquaducts, and 

pumping stations has been developed. 
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Physicochemical Properties of Water 
 - A unique material that exists in all three phases over the range of ordinary 

environmental conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure) 

 - High latent heat (잠열) and specific heat (비열) 

  latent heat: the amount of energy required to cause a phase change (e.g., 

334J for melting 1g of ice, and 2450J for evaporation 1g of liquid water) 

  specific heat: the amount of energy needed to heat liquid water (420J for 

heating 1g of liquid water from 0 to 100oC) 

  In particular, high latent heat for evaporation is important in buffering the 

earth’s environment against large temperature changes as shown by the 

smaller temperature changes of humid tropics in comparison to the arid 

deserts. 

 - The optical properties of water play an important role in affecting climate 

  Since the mass of water (transparent) heated by sunlight is greater than the 

mass of soil (opaque), the temperature increase caused by sunlight is much 

lower for water than for soil. 

  Incoming solar radiation may be scattered by clouds back to space, reducing 

the heating of the earth’s surface; Both water vapor molecules and droplets 

absorb long-wavelength radiation that is emitted from the earth’s surface, 

warming the earth. (Why do clouds with higher water content look gray or 

black? Rather than scattering, more absorb the incident visible radiation) 

 - For environmental purposes, water can be considered an incompressible fluid. 

  The density of liquid water can be treated as constant even for wastewater 

streams (e.g., 1,000 kg/m3 = 1 kg/L = 1 g/cm3) 

 - more dense as a liquid than as a solid 

  Lake freezes from the top. 

  Freezing water bursts pipes. 

  Freeze-thaw (expansion-contraction) cycle results in fractures in rocks, 

concrete, and asphalt. 

 - Movement of water alters the physical landscape. 

  Glacial sculpting 
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  Ocean surf and river scour 

  A chemical solvent (even a weak solvent) 

 - Viscosity of water varies by almost a factor of 3 over the typical range of liquid 

water temperature 

  Viscosity affects the rate of movement of water through pipes and through soil, 

and also the rate of movement of suspended particles through water. 

 

6.1 Hydrologic Cycle 
 - hydrologic cycle: The movement and conservation of water on earth 

 

   
 

 - Water transfer to the atmosphere: (1) evaporation(발산) + (2) transpiration(증

산) = evapotranspiration(transevaporation, 증발산) 

- Water release from the atmosphere: precipitation (강수, e.g., rain, snow, etc.) 

- The net amount (mass) of water that is gained or lost in a water body (e.g., 

lake) within a given period = “Storage problem” 

[Mass rate of accumulation] = [Mass rate in] – [Mass rate out] 
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For example, a lake (eq. 6-2, p.191) 

Mass rate of accumulation = Flowrate of streams entering lake 

  + Rate of precipitation 

  + Rate of Runoff 

  + Rate of seepage into lake 

   - Flowrate of streams exiting lake 

   - Rate of evaporation from water bodies 

   - Rate of evapotranspiration 

   - Rate of seepage out of the lake 

  For practical application, dimension conversion is necessary (eq. 6-3, p.192). 
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- Hydrograph(수문곡선): a chart in which flow rate is plotted versus time  

 

  
 

 - The shape of hydrograph depends on the slope of the land, density and type 

of ground cover, (e.g., degree of development), and time (e.g., seasonal and 

annual basis). 
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 - Runoff coefficients (유출계수): [Rate of runoff] / [Rate of precipitation] 

 
 

6.2 Measurement of Precipitation, Evaporation, Infiltration, and Streamflow 
(reading assignment) 

 

When the rate of rainfall exceeds the rate of infiltration, 

Horton’s equation 

  
where f = infiltration rate(침투율) [L/T]; 

 fc = equilibrium infiltration rate(평형 침투율) [L/T]; 

 f0 = initial infitration rate(초기 침투율) [L/T]; 

 k = empirical constant(or decay constant, 감쇠상수) [T]; and 

 t = time [T]. 

  

 누적침투량,   
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 강수량 – 누적침투량 = 유출율(runoff) 
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6.3 Groundwater Hydrology 

 

  
 

 - Aquifers (대수층) 

  Confined aquifer (피압대수층) 

  Unconfined aquifer (자유면대수층) 

  
 

 - Piezometric surface and head (piezometer) 
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 - Groundwater flow 
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6.5 Surface water and Groundwater as a Water supply 
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The Stream of Consciousness – Cheong-Gye-Cheon Restoration Project in Seoul 

http://vimeo.com/2898463 


	Water (1) transports substances in our body

